Real Cybersecurity

CYE ADVANCES
SECURITY MATURITY
Through Continuous Attack Route Visualization, Risk

Quantification, and Automated Exposure Optimization.

CYE serves as a trusted advisor for medium-sized to Fortune 500 companies in multiple industries around the world.
CYE brings a fact-based approach to organizational cyber-defense, managing real business risks, and optimizing the
Cybersecurity investment.

CYE delivers business insights and
optimizes the reduction of cyber
exposure by analyzing contextual
security data over the organizational
risk proﬁle.

Broad coverage across the integrated
risk management value chain
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OPTIMIZED RISK
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Cost of
breach

Real-world security assessment
and streamlined remediation

The Benefits

Delivers comprehensive security
assessments and mitigation planning for
maximum cyber resilience.

Know the actual security posture of
your apps, networks, vendors, M&A,
and more with a complete organizational
coverage.

Offering combines a SaaS platform,
powered by advanced artiﬁcial
intelligence, and professional services
delivered by worldleading security
experts, to help organizations focus
efforts and resources on speciﬁc threats
to their attack surface and critical assets.

Gain up-to-date ﬁeld knowledge with
the world’s leading cyber experts as
your trusted advisors.

Uses cutting-edge attack graph analysis
to identify, map and recommend the best
practices to block the routes a hacker can
take to gain network control, reach
classiﬁed information, interfere with
operations or otherwise place your
business at risk.

Optimize your security investments
with a costeffective program tailored to
your dynamic security needs.
Gain a realistic risk rating and prioritize
remediation by correlating asset value,
the severity of vulnerabilities and threat
actor activity.
Translates technical risks into business
risks by correlating asset value, severity
of vulnerabilities, and threat actor
activity.

THE HYVER PLATFORM
Reclaim control over your
cybersecurity reality

Cybersecurity optimization platform
Security Assessment
Red team experts and AI conduct a
comprehensive assessment of of the
organizational attack surface, revealing
complete attack routes.

Business Risk Evaluation
Advanced algorithms and graph
modelling transform technical risks into
business risks by correlating the asset’s
value, the severity of the vulnerabilities,
and threat actor activity.

Mitigation Planning
Actionable mitigation plan based on
pinpointing optimal attack routes to
block, and enabling cost-effective
resource allocation and adherence to
budget constraints.

• Data-driven decisions and actions.

• Benchmarked security strength against industry data.

• Real-time threat intelligence and top expert support.

• Interactive ﬁndings and actionable recommendations.

• Optimized investments of cybersecurity programs.

• No installation or conﬁguration efforts.

Added-value services
• Security assessment

• Security due diligence

• Strategic consultant

• Training

• CISO-as-a-service

• Build your own SOC

• Incident response

• Red team operations

• Supply chain risk

• Threat hunting

evaluation
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At AutoStore, we see cybersecurity as a key factor to success
in today's digital world. CYE is an ideal partner to build and
maintain our world-class security policy and programs to ensure
high-end, reliable value to our customers.

Ivar Fjeldheim
Director of Product Compliance
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